from A to B along AB. A new method for sorting points along an algebraic curve is presented. Key steps in this method are the decomposition of a plane algebraic curve into convex segments and point location in this decomposition. This new method can sort an nrbitrary algebraic curve and it is particularly efficient because of its preprocessĩ og, both of which make it superior to conventional methods. The complexity of the new method is analyzed, and execution times of various sorting methods on a number of algebraic curves are presented. The theory developed for sorting can also be used to locate points on an arbitrary segment of an algebraic curve and to decide whether two points lie on the same connected component.
Introduction
The soding of numbers into increasing order or words into alphabetical order is one of the basic problems of computer science. The purpose of this paper is to establish that the sorting of points along a. curve is a. basic problem in geometric modeling and computational geometry, and to present To sort a set of points from A to B along the curve segment AB means to put the points into the order that they would be encountered in travelling continuously from A to B along AB (Figure 1 ).
-Poims that do not lie on AB are never encountered and are thus ignored. .A. vector at A is provided to indicate the direction in which the sort is to proceed from A. This vector is especially important when the curve is closed, since there are then two segments between A and B to choose from. All of the points, including A and B, are assumed to be nonsingular, since otherwise their order might be ambiguous. OUI treatment shall be of irreducible algebraic plane curves (a curve that lies in a plane and is described by an irreducible polynomial l /(x, y) = 0); in the rest of this paper, all curves are assumed to be of this type and nonlinear. An extension of the methods to algebraic space curves is possible using a suitable projection of the space curve~o a plane curve [161· The next section establishes that sorting is a fundamental operation of geometric modeling.
After discussing previous sor~ing methods in Section 3, we introduce our new sorting method in Since an edge of a. solid model is often defined by a curve and a. pair of endpoints, restriction is a. very basic problem in geometric modeling. For example, the following edge intersection and bounding box problems are two important problems that can be solved with restriction. The bounding box (see [20, p. 372] ) is useful for interference detection: the expensive int.ersection of edges can be reserved for those situations when the edges are dose enough that their bounding boxes interfere. Bounding regions are also useful for problems such as the restriction problem, because they allow points that clearly do not sat.isfy a condition to be discarded quickly.
Another fundamental use of sorting:: is to introduce an even-odd parity to a set of points, as Another application of even-odd parity is to decide whether a point lies within a piecewise-algebraic plane patch (or a piecewise-algebraic convex surface patch). This problem, which is fundamental to the display of a geometric model, is fully discussed in [16] . Having established the importance of sorting, in the next sedion we proceed to a discussion of methods for 50rloing.
Previous work on sorting
There is no serious sloudy of sorloing in the literaloure. This can be explained by the fact that nonlirivial sorting problems arise only with curves of degree three or more, and unliil recently, almost all of the curves in solid models were linear or quadratic. However. as the science of geometric modeling matures and grows more ambitious, curves of degree three and higher are becoming common. For example, the introduction of blending surfaces [151 into a model creates curves and surfaces of high degree.
The lack of a sloudy of sorting caD also be explained by the presence of an obvious method for sorting points, which tends to obviate a search for any other method. This obvious method uses a rational parameterizatioD of the curve (i.e., a parameterization (x(t), y(t)) such that both :z:(t) and y(t) can be expressed as the quotient of two polynomials in t), sorting a set of points S along AB as follows.
The parameterization method of sorting (Preprocessing]
1. Parameterize the curve.
[Solve]
2. Find the parameter values of A and B, say tl and t:.
3. Find the parameter value of each point in S.
[Sort numbers] 4. Sort the parameter values of S from tl to t2, discarding those outside this interval.
We insist upon a rational parameterization because a nonrational parameterization is difficult to represent and difficult to solve. With a nonrational parameterization (such as x(t) ;:: ..fi or x(t) ;:: sin(t)), two different points may have the same parameter value, which complicates sorting. Finally, there is no algoritbm for the automatic parameterization of a curve that does not have a rational parameterization, whereas there is such an algorithm for rational curves [11· There are many reasons to be dissatisfied with the parameterization method. It is not 2. universal method, since not all algebraic curves have a rational parameterization. Indeed, a plane algebraic curve has a rational parameterization ii and only ii its genus is zero, ii and only if it has the maximum number of singularities allowable for a curve of its degree [26J. Secondly, even for those curves that do have rational parameterizations, the parameterization method will be slow if the degree of the parameterization is high, since the computation of the parameter values of the points will be expensive. Other weaknesses of the parameterization method will become dear as we compare it with the new method. There is also a brute-force sorting method, which uses techniques for tracing along a curve [7] .
The order of the points is the order in which they are encountered during a trace of the segment.
This method is not satisfactory, because its implementation, although robust, is inherently very slow. Moreover, its complexity depends upon the length of the segment that is being sorted rather than upon the number of points in the sort, which is undesirable.
The weaknesses of the parameterizatio[l and tracing methods of sorting suggest that another method is necessary: one that will perform more efficiently on a wider selection of algebraic curves.
The next section presents such a method. This method works with the implicit representation I{x, y) = a of a. curve (as opposed to the parametric representation), thus allowing the use of tools from algebraic geometry.
The convex segment method of sorting
The observation that motivates the new method is that a convex segment can be sorted easily.
Since every curve is a collection of convex segments, this suggests a divide and conquer strategy. A segment of a plane algebraic curve is convex if no line has more than two distinct intersections with it. ( this is the ll1St conve:t' segment. Upon sorting Band P41 P 4 is discarded because it comes after B.
The final sorted list is P ll Pz, P3· It remains to discuss how a curve can be decomposed into convex segments and how a point can be located in this convex decomposition. These two problems, which are at the heart of the convex segment method of sorting, are solved in the following two sections.
Convex decomposition of a curve
The decomposition of an object into simple objects is an important theme in computational geometry. Decomposition proves to be particularly useful in divide-and·conquer algorithms, since simple objects are easily conquered. There has been a good deal of work on the decomposition of (simple, multiply connected, or rectilInear) polygons into simple components (e.g., triangles [10, 13, 14, 24] , quadrilaterals [23] , trapezoids [5], convex polygons [9, 25] , and star-shaped polygons [6D, sometimes with added criteria (e.g., minimum decomposition (9, 17 ], minimum covering [21] , no Steiner points For the convex decomposition of curves of degree three and higher, the singularities and points of inflection are instrumental. A singular£ty of the curve f(x, y) = a is a point P of the curve such that 1z:(P) = flf(P) = a (where I: is the derivative of f with respecf; to x). It is a point where the curve crosses itself or changes direction sharply. A nonsingular point is also called a s£mple point.
A poi'nt of £njleet£on is a simple point P of the curve whose tangent has three or more intersections with the curve at P. (It is also a point of zero curvature.) We restrict our attention to points of inflection P such that P's tangent has an odd number of intersections with the curve at P, which we call fte~es for short. Fundamental in algebraic and differential geometry, singularities and Hexes form a skeleton of the curve and can be used in many useful ways. (For example, singularities can be used to parameterize a plane algebraic curve [1] .) Their use in convex decomposition underlines their importance to computational geometry of higher degrees.
The tangents at the singularities and flexes of a curve form an arrangement of lines that subdivide the plane of the curve into several cells, called a cell part£t£on (Figures 3-4 ). The tangents also split the curve into several segments. The following theorem establishes that each of these segments is convex.
" " "
" " " Let PO be a nonconvex segment of an algebraic curve. Assume without loss of generality that Pq does not contain a singularity or a flex. It can be shown that there exists a line L that crosses Pq at three (or more) distinct points [16, p. 1171.5 Let Xl> X2, and Xs be three of these points, such that :1:2 E :I:~S and z~s n L = {Xl, Z~, XS}. XIZS does not change its direction of curvature, since there is no singularity or flex on PO. x~s is not a line segment, otherwise Bezout's Theorem would imply that the algebraic curve that contains x~s is a line, which it cannot be since it contains a nonconvex segment. Therefore, it can be assumed without loss of generality that X~3 looks like Therefore, the curve must cross 'X"i'X3 after it leaves :z:i2:s from Xl· As the curve leaves xl:"'xs from Xl> it lies on the opposite side of Zl'S tangent from X1XS· Therefore, after the curve leaves Z;;:3 from Xl and before it leaves R, the curve must cross Zl'S tangent inside of R, in order to reach Xl:1:S' In order to cross over Xl'S tangent, the curve must cross itself or change its curvature inside of R ( Figure 5 We include here a word about robustness. Consider the accuracy required in the computation of the singularities, flexes, and their tangents in order to guarantee a true division into convex :;Alre:Ldy, by the definition of convexity, there mU3t exi3t :l. line that inter:lecb P-Q three (or more) times. segments, Suppose that, in the proof of Theorem 2, the tangent of a singularity/Hex inside the region R is used to split a nonconvex segment. Any line through a point in the interior of R would work equally well in splitting the nonconvex segment. Thus, in this case the method is robust under slight errors in tangents, singularities, and Hexes. The other case is if a nonconvex segment S is split' into convex segments by a singularity or Hex lying on S. The computed convex segmeat will differ from the actual convex segment by the same amount as the computed flex (say) differs from the actual Hex. The only points that might be treated improperly are those that lie on the segment between the computed and actual Hex. In other words, points that are within (some function of) machine precision of each other cannot be distinguished by the method and must be considered equivalent. This equivalence of points within machine precision is inherent to any sorting algorithm. Theorem 2 does not solve the convex decomposition problem, because it yields a confused collection of endpoints of convex segments, not a collection of convex segments. The more challenging step of pairing up the endpoints remains, where two endpoints are partners if they define a convex segment of the decomposition. This pairing problem will be attacked in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, but first the collection of convex segments must be refined.
Refinement of convex segments I: Singularities
Many of the endpoints of the convex segments created by Theorem 2 are singularities. However, singular endpoints cause problems in pairing. Consider a convex segment whose two endpoints are the same point, which mighl; occur around a singularity ( Figure 4 ). This situation is to be avoided, since pairing will turn out to be easier if the two endpoints of a convex segment are different. It is also possible for a singularity to have more than two partners and, in particular, two partners ia the same cell. This situation is also to be avoided, since it is easier to find the partner of an endpoint in a cell if this partner is unique.
Another problem with singular endpoints is that the ordering of points about a singularity can be ambiguous. Does P2 or P3 follow A in Figure 6 (a)? What is the order of the points in with singular endpoints will be replaced by convex segments with nonsingular endpoiats.
A pair of points will be found on each branch of the curve that passes through a singularity, one on either side of (and very close to) the singularity. The added points will receive the convex segments that enter the singularity. After each singularity of the curve has been decomposed in this manner, every convex segment of the curve will be bounded by simple points, as desired. We would like to do this by tracing a small distanc.e along the branch in both directions from the singularity. However, there is no reliable way of tracing along a branch as it passes through a singularity, because the other branches create too much confusion. Therefore, each branch of the singularity must be isolated so that it can be traced robustly. This isolation is accomplished by blowing up the curve at the singularity by a series of quadratic transformations [7, 26] . as follows.
The firs\; step in blowing up a singularity is to translate it to the origin. 6 Let the new equation of the curve be /(x, y) = O._A quadratic transformation is applied to the curve. The affine quadratic trans/ormation x =xl. Y =XIYl [26J has three important properties:
• It maps the origin to the entire Yl-axis and the rest of the y-a.xis to infinity: Yl =~so (0, b) maps to (0,~), which is a point at infinity unless b = o.
• It is one-to-one for all points (x, y) with x o:f; o.
• Y = mx, a line through the origin, is mapped to the horizontal line Yl -m: Y = mx -
Thus, a quadratic transformation maps distinct tangent directions of the various branches of / at the origin to different points on the ezceptionalline Xl = o. The intersections of the transformed branches with the exceptional line correspond to the transformed points of the origin (Figure 8 ).
If a. point of {(Xl, xlyd on the exceptional line is singular, then the procedure is applied recursively ( Figure 9 ). The following lemma establishes that the various branches of the curve in the neighbourhood of the singularity eventually get transformed to separate branches. Care must be taken with the short segment that is essentially sliced out of t.he curve during the refinement of the singularity, such as VIV 2 in Figure 7 . It is a special convex segment and points that lie on it are sorted in a special way. by mapping them to the blown-up, desingularize d, image curve and using the tracing method. This is not expensive because the sliced-out segment is very short and very few steps are needed to trace over it.
Refinemen t of convex segments II: lD.finite segments
Convex segments with singular endpoints are not the only ones that must be refined: infinite convex segments are also problematic. The pairing process is simplified if each convex segment has two endpoints, but an infinite convex segment has only one endpoint. Therefore, an artificial endpoint is added to each infinite segment, as follows.
Every open cell is artificially closed by a collection of line segments ( Figure 10 ). These line segments are chosen carefully 50 that they only intersect infinite convex segments (if any) in the cell, and each of these exactly once (unless the infinite segment is entirely contained in the cell and thus proceeds to infinity at both ends, in which case two intersections are allowed). The resulting
artificially-cl osed cell should also be a convex polygon. A point of intersection of an infinite convex segment with the new boundary of its cell becomes an (artificial) endpoint ( Figure 18 ). Thus, infinite convex segments are transformed into finite convex segments with two endpoints. After every endpoint has been assigned a partner, pairs that contain an artificial endpoint are recognized as infinite convex segments. A pair of artificial endpoints represents an entire connected component that does not cross any of the singularityjf iex tangents.
After the above two refinements, the set of endpoints of convex segments assumes the following normal form:
• every endpoint has exactly two partners • every cell is a closed polygon
The normalization stage not only makes pairing easier: it also creates a cleaner set of convex seg~ents that better reflects the curve. For example, due to the first normal condition, pairing will create a collection of convex segments with an implicit order.
------------ present other conditions that E's partner must satisfy and Theorem 3 will show how to isolate the partner if several endpoints satisfy all of these conditions. In preparation, some terminology must be introduced and a cruciallemrna proved.
Definition
If P is a singularity or flex, then P's tangent is a cell wall and the inside 0/ P's tangent w.r.t.
(with respect to) a cell C is the halfpIane that contains C. Otherwise, the inside is the halfplane that contains aU of the curve in the neighbourhood of P ( Figure 11 ). The inside includes the tangent, while the strict inside does not. Let P be a flex that lies on the wall W of cell C, and let P f be a point of the curve inside cell C at distance E > 0 from P. (P€ may be found by tracing the curve into C from P.) The ou.tside wallpoint of W w.r.t. C is the endpoint of W that lies outside of P;.'s tangent, for E small (E in Proof of Lem:ma 2:
Consider the dosed region Rxy bounded by XY and XY. Since XY lies in the cell C and C is a convex polygon, XY must also lie in C. Therefore, again by convexity, Rxy must lie in C.
Since X and Y al.'e nonsingular and the rest of XY lies in the interior of the cell, XY does not contain a singularity. Therefore, the curve can only cross into Rxy through XY. If the curve enters Rxy, then it must also leave, since an infinite segment cannot remain within a closed region and an algebraic curve of finite length is closed (viz., the curve cannot stop short in the middle of Rxy). We claim that the point of departure D must be distinct from the point of entry E, unless all of the tangents at D ;:: E are XY, as in Figure 14 . Otherwise, if D ;:: E, then at least one of the tangents of the singularity D will cross into Rxy and form a wall of the cell partition which will split Rxy in two, contradicting the fact that all of Rxy lies in the same cell. Therefore, with the exception of the special singularities of Figure 14 , the crossings of XY by the curve occur in pairs, caned couple.!!. This establishes condition (1) of the lemma.
Consider condition (2) . The special singulal.'ities of Figure 14 (as well as the points whel.'e the curve only touches XY) can be ignored during the consideration of conditions (2) and (3L since These conditions, which capture the fact that the intersections of the curve with W 1 W 2 pair up into couples that face each other, will often isolate the partner.
Example 5.3 Consider the cdl partih"on of Figure 15 and Proof of Theorem 3: Suppose that S{W 1 ) # 0. Let W:: be WI'S partner, and let l-¥;W2 be the boundary of the cell from W{ to Wf, such that X E;:: W;W2 (Figure 20(a) ). I claim that it is sufficient to show that W 2 ' E S'(lV 1 ) c l-~z. Suppose that this is true, and consider a traversal of the cell boundary from W 1 ' to X. Since W z ' is an endpoint of l-V;W2 and X E;:: W-;Wz (by definition), We,will first show that S'(W 1 ) c~VJ"Vz. Let S E S(Wt}. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that W~s crosses W~W2 at y '# W:: (Figure 20(b-c) ). There are two cases to consider: y E Wts and (Figure 20(80) ). Since 5, as a member of S(WI), lies on the strict inside of WI'S tangent, so must s'. Therefore,s' E WJVz and 5 f (W1) C W;W-2, as desired.
We now show that W 2 E S(Wr). W2 E R(W I ) by Corollary 1, so it suffices to show that W 2 lies strictly inside of WI'S tangent. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that W2 lies on WI'S tangent.
By Lemma 3, WI must be a flex (whose tangent is a cell waUl· Thus, the wall segment W 1 W 2 is a subsegment of WI'S tangent and S(W I ) n W1Wz = 0 (by definition of S(W 1 )). Therefore, S'(Wr) n W1W2 = 0. But 5'(Wr} C~2 = W 1 W z . Thus, S'(W1) = 0, which contradicts our Suppose that W 2 is not the closesG member of T(Wtl to WI, and let U #:-W z be the closest. Since WI faces UI U must lie on WI W::. By the proof used in Lemma 2, the nonsingular points of intersection of the curve with W 1 W 2 must pair up into couples. In particular, the endpoints on W1U C W 1 W 2 (all of which are nonsingular because of refinement) that face WI must pair with the equal.nurnbe r of endpoints on W1U that face U. But U must also pair with an endpoint on W1U that faces U, and there are no such endpoints remaining without a partner. This contradiction leads us to conclude that WI'S partner W 2 must be the closest element ofT(W 1 ) to WI .• 
Computat ion of Singularit ies and Flexes

Point location
The second key problem in the convex segment method of sorting is point location in the convex decompositio n: given a point, identify the convex segment that contains it. This is an e.'Ctension to the curved domain of the well-known problem of point location in a planar subdivision. We show how to locate points on both a convex segment and a general curve segment.
Point location I: On a convex segment
A decompositi on is not very useful unless it is possible to locate points in it. In the case of sorting, point location is necessary to divide a set of points into convex segments for conquering. Since a conve~segm ent is identified by its endpoints, finding the convex segment that contains a point is equiva.lent to finding the endpoints that bound this convex segment. Fortunately, this problem is entirely analogous to finding the partners or a given endpoint as explained in Section 5.4, since both problems are instances of the more general question: "what are the two endpoints associated with a given point?" It is easy to locate a point in the proper cell, using well-known algorithms for point location in a planar subdivision [18, 22] the interested reader is referred to [16] . • Example 6.1 In Figure 21 If there is only one nude component in a cell, then Theorem 4 can successfully locate a point on this convex segment. However, if there is more than one nude component in the cell, then the following lemma must be used to distinguish these nude components.
Lemma 4. Let P and Q be points that lie on nude componentJ of a curve and in the same cell. P and Q lie on the same nude component if and only if Q lies in S(P), where sO is as £n Theorem 4·
Proof': Let P and Q lie on nude components M and N, respectively. If lv! = N, then P and q lie on the same convex segment, so Q E S(P) by Lemma 2. Suppose that i\-t -::f:. N. Nude components do not intersect, since they do not contain any singularities. Therefore, there are only three cases to consider: M lies inside N, N lies inside M, and neither lies inside the other. In all three cases, it is straightforw ard to show that Q violates one of the conditions of S(P).• Point location can be made faster through two observations , both of which make use of the endpoint pairings already computed; The idea is to eliminate endpoints from S(::z:) in Theorem 4 faster. First, as soon as the endpoint W is eliminated, W's partner can also be eliminated, since the two desired endpoints are partners. Second, by convexity, the curve segment between an endpoint WI and its partner W 2 lies on one side of W 1 W'2. Thus, if x does not lie on the appropriate side of W I W 2 , then both W 1 and W:: can be eliminated. These observations should be used along wit.h conditions (1-2) to eliminate as many endpoints as possible from S(x) (in the best case, leaving only two). Conditions (3-4) should only be used when absolutely necessary, because they involve the expensive solution of an equation of degree n (where n is the degree of the curve F). Fortunately, the only time that conditions (3-4) will be needed to locate a point on a conve.'C: segment is for a point that lies on one of two overlapping convex segments in the same cell, as in Figure 21 This completes our description of techniques that are needed for sorting by the convex segment method. We digress for a moment to show how the theory that we have developed can be used to solve two important problems (although they are not needed for sorting): locating a point on an arbitrary segment and deciding whether two points lie on the same connected component.
Point location II: On an arbitrary segment
Once it is known how to locate a point on a. convex segment of a curVe's convex decompositio n, it is straightforw ard to solve the more general problem of locating a point on an arbitrary segment of the curve. Recall that every endpoint of a convex segment in our (normalized) convex decompositio n has exactly two partners. Therefore, every convex segment has a unique predecessor and successor, and it is trivial to order the convex segments. Consider a segment AB of curve C and a point P on C. To decide if P lies on AB, we compute the convex segments of C's decompositio n that contain -P, A, and B (say C p , C a , and C~, respectively) . Then, P lies on AB if and only if C p lies in between C a and C~. If P lies on the same convex segment as A and/or B J then the decision requires more subtlety. For example, if P lies on the sa.me convex segment EF as A (but not B), then the decision is made by sorting P, A, E, and F along EF, using Theorem 1: P E AB if and only if the order is E, P, A, F (resp., E, A, P, F) and AB leaves A towards E (resp., F). (A method for deciding if AB leaves A towards E or F is described in a footnote on page T.) In short, point location on an arbitrary segment is easily reducible to point location on a convex segment.
Curves with many connected components
It should now be clear that the convex segment method can sort points on any algebraic curve.
In particular, it can sort points that are strewn over several connected components of a curve, with no more difficulty than sorting points on a. single component. This is another advantage of the convex segment method over the parameterization method, because it is not dear how the fat.ter method could deal with points on several components, even if we allow nonrational Two other decompositions of an algebraic curve, Collins' cylindrical algebraic decomposition [11, 41 and Canny's stratification [8J, can also be used to separate a curve into connected components and thus decide whether two points lie on the same connected component.
Ililf P (re9p., Q) lie.9 on a. nude component, then A a.nd B (re9p_, C and D) are null 9ymbol.9.
Broad comparison of methods
Let us compare the convex segment method of sorting with the others that were mentioned in Section 3. Like the brute-force tracing method, the convex segment method leaps from one point to another along the curve (viz., from an endpoint to its partner). However, its jumps are large while· the tracing method's jumps must be very small. Moreover, once the partner of each convex segment endpoint of the cell partition has been computed (which can be done once and for all in a preprocessing step), each jump of the convex segment method can be done very quickly;
whereas, the tracing method must grope for some time (by applying Newton's method) to find the destination of each jump. In short, the convex segment method makes large, bold jumps while the tracing method makes small, timid ones.
The convex segment method is similar to the parameterization method because they both reduce the sorting problem to an easier one. The parameterization method observes that the sorting of points on a line is simple and tries to unwind the curve into a line by parameterizing it. Rather than trying to reduce the entire problem, the convex segment method divides the problem up into many smaller ones (viz., the sorting of points on a convex segment). We shall see that the many small reductions of the convex segment method can be done more quickly than the single, large reduction of the parameterization method.
The convex segment method incorporates preprocessing, since the convex decomposition of a curve can be done at any time. As a result, the actual sorting is usually very efficient. One might consider the parameterization of a curve to be preprocessing, but the subsequent runtime steps (solving for the parameter value of each point) are usually more expensive than those for the convex segment method (following pointers, locating points, and sorting convex segments).
Complexity
In this section, we analyze the complexity of the convex segment method of sorting. We base our Computation 01 singularities , fieus. Consider the curve {(Xl y) =°of order n. Its singularities are found by solving the simultaneous system of equations U= =0, Iv =0, I =o}. One method is to use resultants [26] . The resultant of two polynomials with respect to the variable x", is a polynomial whose roots are the projection onto the hyperplane x", = 0 of the intersections of the two polynomials. Let X (resp., Y) be the real roots of the resultant of fro and Iv with respect to Y (resp., x), which is a univariate polynomial in x (resp., y) of degree O(n 2 ). Since singularities at infinity are not of interest, those roots in X (reap., Y) that cause the terms of highest degree It should also be noted that the above a.nalysis is pessimistic. The worst case time will be reached only by the most pathologicat curves: the time to decompose curves that arise in practice in geometric modeling is much more reasonable. For example, a typical endpoint will lie on the boundary of a single-segment cell and its partner will be computed in 0(1), not O(ko:[n]), time.
This observation has been borne out in practice, with the testing of t.he algorithms on various curves (see Section 8) . The efficiency will be even further improved by the fact that the singularities and flexes,'which are important to other geometric algorithms, may already be available in many cases.
Twa section presents execution times for the sorting of some representativ e curves by the convex segment and parameteriz ation methods. These empirical results are a good complement to the complexity analysis of Section i, since they capture the expected case, rather than the WOrst case, behaviour of the methods. The source code was written in Common Lisp and execution times are in seconds on a Symbolics Lisp Machine, not including time for disk faults and garbage collection. Times for the convex segment method are the aVera.ge of twelve trials, while times for the parame~eIiza tionmethod are the average of three trials. Preprocessin g time is the time required to create the cell partition and find the partners of all of the endpoints. Five curves are examined:
two rational cubic and three non-rational quartic.
We do no~consider the time required to find a parameteriz ation of the curve or to find the flexes and singulari~ies of the curve. Each of these computation s is a preprocessin g step that is entirely independent: of sorting, and often the parameteriza tion, singularities , and flexes of a curve will already be available. Moreover, the computation of a curve's parameteriza tion is of approximate ly the same complexity as the computation of a curve's singularities and flexes, so our comparison of sorting methods should not be biased.
The first example illustrates the superiority of the convex segment method: even when the preprocessin g Hme is added to the sorting time, it is more efficient. Also notice that the rate of growth of the convex segment method is much smaller. The inferiority of the tracing method (see end of Section 3) is obvious from this example, and we do not consider it further.
Example S.l A sem£·cub£cal parabola
Equat£on of the curlle: 2Ty:l -2x 3 = a conl1ez segment + preprocessing I 5.50 5.531 5.55-9 Compari son of sorting methods
In this section, we consider the relative merits oC the parameteriz ation and conVex segment methods of sorting. Certain curves cannot, or should not, be sorted by the parameteriza tion method: curves that do not possess a rational parameteriza tion and curves Cor which a rational parameteriza tion cannot be efficiently obtained. Therefore, the convex segment method is often the only viable way to sort points along a curve.
For those curves that can be .=orted in either way, the convex segment method is generally far more efficient than the parameteriza tion method at the actual sorting of the points. However, the parameteriz ation method does not have the expense of preprocessin g that the convex segment method does. Therefore, when only a few pornts need to be sorted (over the entire lifetime of the curve) and the sorting of these points must be done soon after the definition of the (rational) curve, the parameteriz ation method will usually be the method of choice. (However, we have seen an example where -the convex segment method is superior to parameteriza tion even when we include preprocessin g time.) The expense of preprocessing will be warranted whenever sorting time is a valuable resource, as in a real-time application, or when the number of points that will be sorted is large. The convex segment method will also be preferable when the curve is defined long before it is ever sorted (as with a complex solid model that requires several days, weeks, or even months to develop), since the preprocessin g can be done at any time that processing time becomes available before the sort. We conclude that the convex segment method is an effective new method for sorting points along an algebraic curvel and that in many situations it is either the only or the best method.
Conclusions
We have developed a. new method of sorting points along an algebraic curve that is superior to the conventional methods of sorting. Many curves that could not be sorted, or that could only be sorted slowly, can now be sorted efficiently. The development of our new method has also illustrated how an algebraic curve can be decomposed into convex segments, how to locate points on segments of algebraic curves, and how to decide whether two points lie on the same connected component.
This work is one of the first solutions of a. computational geometry problem that is applicable to curves of arbitrary degree. Methods are usually restricted to curves/surfaces of some specific or bounded degree, such as polygons/polyhedra or quadrics. The creation and manipulation of curves and surfaces is of major importance to geometric modeling. A sophistica.ted geometric modeling system should offer a rich collection of tools to aid this manipulation. This paper has been an examination of one of these tools. The progress of geometric modeling depends upon the development of more tools and upon the extension of more computational geometry algorithms from polygons to curves and surfaces of higher degree.
